Congratulations! You Officially Completed

a STOTT PILATES Rehabilitation Course.
®

For a limited time only, program alumnae can save an additional $250 on
the STOTT PILATES V2 Max Plus™ Rehab Reformer* Bundle†
®

Bring Pilates to your practice with a V2 Max Plus™ Rehab
Reformer* Bundle – includes over $740 worth of accessories!
The STOTT PILATES® V2 Max Plus Rehab Reformer multitasks
as a raised Mat, a standard Reformer, a virtual Cadillac and
a breakthrough multi-planar, biomechanics training tool
with limitless programming.
Bundle Includes:
w

V2 Max Plus Rehab Reformer

w

Essential Reformer 2nd Edition DVD

w

V2 Max Plus Programming DVD

w

Padded Platform Extender

w

Maple Roll-Up Pole

w

Reformer Box

w

Mat Converter

Also includes Mat Converter (not shown)

www.stottpilates.com

1-800-910-0001 ext. 264

promo code v2r e25

V2 Max Plus Rehab Reformer features:
	High-quality materials and construction, superior stability, proven durability,
and continuous safety through high-intensity use

w

	Wide-ranging adjustability accommodates a myriad of clients and varying
physical requirements

w

	6-1/2 inches higher than our Professional Reformer offering easier mounts
and dismounts

w

	Ultra rigid rails and patented rolling mechanism provide a whisper-smooth
carriage ride

w

	Carriage equipped with five Reformer springs, removable shoulder rests,
soft Reformer loops and ropes, secure spring housing system and our
patented retractable rope system

w

	Vertical frame equipped with all springs, straps and safety chain as shown.
Travelling pulley and spring systems provide 28 adjustable positions to vary
the angle of resistance
	Footbar, spring tension gearbar and carriage stopping system adjust to regulate
hip and knee flexion

w

	Robust wooden standing platform, footbar and pommel-style shoulder rests
support a wide range of body weights

w

†Promotional offer is valued at $250USD in USA, $250CDN in Canada, £250GBP in the UK and $250 US equivalent outside of USA,
Canada and the UK. May not be combined with other offers. Students may redeem coupon up to one year after completion of a
STOTT PILATES Rehabilitation Course (RMR1, RMR2, RCCB1, RCCB2). Professional discounts apply after coupon discount.
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